
Lär känna Ines från 
Frankrike!
Födelseår: 2007
Programstart: mars 2023 
Period: tre månader
Intressen: kampsport, böcker, musik (spelar piano), simning  
Fun Fact: vill utbilda sig till pilot i framtiden

“Ines is a good students, 
has good relations with 

her friends and teachers.”

Dear host family,

My name is Ines, I am 15 years old and live in France with my parents, my brother who is 13 years old and my 
sister who is 10 years old. As my grandparents live quite far from us, we generally see them during Christmas 
and summer.

My weekdays are quite busy. I am currently on Year 11 at the high school. My courses are from 8am to 4pm 
every day except on Wednesdays where I am there only from 8am to 1pm. When I arrive at home, I immediately 
do my school homeworks till generally 7pm. My evaluations are generally very good. I don’t have particular 
problems at school and I feel happy where I am. Only food at the canteen is not always very good.
I spend Wednesday full afternoons every two weeks at the military air base close to our home in the Youth Air 
Squadron to discover different jobs and life at French air force, and the other weeks I follow additional theorical 
courses to study for the private pilot licence. I am passionated by aeronautic and would like to be in future a 
pilot, and this is why I try to be as prepared as possible. On Wednesday and Friday evenings, from 7pm to 9pm I 
also practice with my father vovinam viet vo dao, which is a Vietnamese martial art. This is really cool and in 
addition it helps me to improve my physical condition, as this is an important aspect to consider for the 
selections if I decide to join French air force in the future.

During week-ends, I continue doing my school homeworks, and try to do them as soon as possible to not wait 
for the last minute. If I have time, I spend up to 3 hours in total during the weekend playing action-RPG video 
games on playstation, or drawing mangas. I can also meet a friend or two to discuss. I also have sometimes the 
opportunity to fly in small aircraft at the aerodrome, in the context of the Youth Air Squadron, to discover and 
learn how to be a pilot.

Last but not least, on summers, when going to my grand-parents for a couple of weeks, I also practice horse 
riding. I am passionated on that activity that I started when I was just 3 years old. Unfortunately, as there is no 
good club where I live, I can only do that intensively during summer.

I have chosen this program to stay 3 months in Sweden because this is a unique opportunity for me to improve 
to a proficiency level my English, and to discover a new culture and a so beautiful country with so many 
different landscapes. As I want to work later as a pilot, having a high level in English is required, and living so 
long abroad is much more efficient to progress than staying in France.

I am someone who is always very positive and traveling so long from home doesn’t scare me. I am able to adapt 
to many situations. I am also very committed in my activities. I am open-minded and cordial. I like to laugh and 
have fun but I know also how to be serious when the situation requires it. Although it happens to me sometimes 
to be a bit of a dreamer, I also know how to be organized.

Being welcomed into your home, I could bring to you some of the French culture, like for example way of living 
or even the French shrug, and maybe what passoniates me: aeronautic, vovinam viet vo dao, horse riding and 
mangas.

I thank in advance from the bottom of my heart the family who will be kind to welcome me, that would help me 
to realize my project of being a pilot in future, and I can’t wait to meet you.

Kind regards
Inès




